AN ORIGINAL ROCK MUSICAL FROM LORD GRAHAM RUSSELL
OF THE RENOWNED ROCK GROUP AIR SUPPLY
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STORY SYNOPSIS
Brothers Kurt, Mickey and Hans were born and raised in war time Berlin, their parents perishing in
the bombings of Berlin at the very end of the war. As the eldest, Hans took on the responsibility
of raising his two younger siblings. Following the war he joined the East German border police and
eventually became committed to the Communist cause. He is in a sense “too old” to be part of - and
appreciate - the political movement of the 60’s throughout the world and in Berlin. He views his job
and the support he received from the Communist party as the reason he and his siblings survived.
Mickey and his new wife Susanne, on the other hand, don’t see it that way at all. As the story begins, Kurt is much more closely aligned with his brother Hans. He accepts that the Communist party
is the path for him. Falling in love with Esther changes everything. Their love story covers 28 years.
These three brothers are bound by blood and history but from the very start of the play are sharply
divided by politics. Kurt’s is an epic journey from blind certainty of the true life path to questioning
himself, his identity, and his choices but never his undying love for Esther.
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The Cold War Meets ‘Romeo and Juliet’ at a Festival for Musicals
By LAURA COLLINS-HUGHES JULY 30, 2017

Jordan Bondurant and the cast of “A Wall Apart” at the 2017 New York Musical Festival. Credit Michael Schoenfeld

A few minutes into “A Wall Apart,” during the propulsive opening
number, I noticed something that hadn’t happened at either of the
other shows I saw over the weekend at the New York Musical Festival: My leg was moving in time to the beat.
With music and lyrics by Graham Russell of the soft-rock band Air
Supply, “A Wall Apart” is a smart, high-energy exercise in idealism,
a rock musical with love and politics on its mind. And if its second
act suggests that it’s still a work in progress, that’s part of what
the festival is for — putting a show on its feet and seeing where it
stumbles.
Set in Berlin when it was divided during the Cold War, “A Wall
Apart” is about three brothers who have to choose which side of
the city to make their home before the border closes. Freedom in
the West versus oppression in the East, yes, but it isn’t so simple if,
like Kurt (Jordan Bondurant), the middle sibling, you have family on
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one side and a woman you love (Maddie Shea Baldwin) on the other.
There is a definite “Romeo and Juliet”/“West Side Story” dynamic at
play.
In a confident production directed and choreographed by Keith
Andrews, an excellent cast breathes life into fully drawn characters
(the book is by Sam Goldstein and Craig Clyde), while Mr. Russell’s
music varies nicely from wailing guitar to gentle lullaby.
The show (which closes Sunday night) changes strategy in Act II,
using a sort of ghost narrator — a character who won our affection
when he was alive — to fast-forward the plot toward the fall of the
Berlin Wall. That’s not a bad tack, but the creators overcrowd the
story here, pulling focus from the characters we care most about
and failing to build toward the climactic reunion. The final number
is a reprise of the opening song, yet the energy that is so organic at
the start feels ginned up by the finish.
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“One of the best musicals to see at NYMF in 2017. Go and see.”
- Time Out New York

“This sounds like one we’ll love. Lord Graham Russell (of the charttopping band
Air Supply) scored this original rock musical …Sign us up!”
- Broadway.com

“Energized, fast paced, contagiously vibrant. ...a lovely and attractive production that will leave you rocking on
your seat. ...Impressive and stylish choreography performed with vitality by the beautiful cast. ...Glorious! An
amazing example of discovering exciting artists and revealing new styles that will permeate the future of musical
productions.”
- Brazilian Press

“Lord Graham Russell of Air Supply creates big rock sound. “Son of the Father” is one of the best rock tunes
heard at NYMF. “The City,” is forceful and enduring. “We’re Having a Baby,” sound joyous and melodious. ...Well
drawn characters are scripted by Sam Goldstein and Craig Clyde. ...Great choreography by Keith Andrews. Also
the Director, there is something terrific about the staging. ...Ingenious Scenic Designer David Goldstein has
crafted the set in blocks to assemble and reassemble throughout the play. ...it’s effective.”
- Theaterpizzazz

“A talented 14-member cast, crackling rock and roll music and lyrics by Lord Graham
Russell, and an epic story that uses the Berlin Wall as a backdrop....The entire cast belt out
their songs with clarity and conviction.”
- Curtain Up
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